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Excerpt from Rajesh M. Patni: Gynaecologic & Obstetrics Therapeutics 

PREFACE 

It is with immense pleasure I bring out this edition of 
Gynaecology and Obstetric Therapeutics. 

New knowledge of Materia Medica is growing very rapidly. The 
waves of information are literally poured from various sources. 

Homoeopathic Physician takes the complete case, the relevant 
history, the signs and symptoms and from this data he selected the 
similimum for a given case it looks simple but it is very difficult task at 
the bed sides of the patient, to find out or to select true similimum, the 
curative remedy for particular case, but the therapeutic book on any 
subject makes easy for physician to prescribed similimum. 

Keeping this in mind I have tried to explain few Gynaecological 
and Obstetrical conditions in this book. I have described causation, 
constitution, features related disorders, mental symptoms, concomittant 
and modalities in last. 

The book has been written in a lucid language in author's own 
style in preparing the book, I have utilised the knowledge of number of 
stalwarts in his profession and consulted many books and publications 
the author wishes to express his appreciation and gratitued to all of 
them including the related authors and publishers. 

The author express his sincere thanks to his publisher's Shri. 
Mayur Jain (Indian books and periodical) for their sencere efforts in pub-
lishing the book within the stipulated period. 

I wish to honour my deep sense of gratitud to Dr. S. M. Desarda 
and Mrs. Dr. Kanchan Desarda and Dr. J. D. Patil, My Friends Dr. D. B. 
Patil, Dr. V. S. Parashar, Dr. Ashlesha Narkhede, Dr. Jatin Shah, Dr. A. 
J. Sonawne, Dr. S. Panigrahi, Shri. Ganesh Wadgaonkar, Shri. Sayyed 
Amin who has help us. 

My specially thanks to my father Shri. M. C. Jain, Mother 
Hemalata Patni my wife Dr. Snehal and brother Dinesh Patni, our be-
loved students Dr. Nandu Mondekar, Dr. Kranti Pande, Dr. Ashwini 
Tour, Dr. Bhumika Jindani, Vivek Tour and Sunil Salunke who has 
helped us for proof corrections. 
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